Some Letters from the Soldier Boys

Fort Bliss, Texas.

Editor Antelope:

Having seen a copy of the Antelope from Professor Noyer, about the first thing I saw was a notice of the eleven students from Fort Bliss who were going to be transferred to some place away from us. I sincerely hope that all of you will continue to write articles for the Antelope for those away from us. I sincerely hope that all of you will continue to write articles for the Antelope. I am glad to be a part of the group and I pray that all of you who have not yet accepted the Antelope as regularity of your lives may have it in the future.

I will not forget the morning I left Fort Riley. I was a bit fatigued, having spent the night writing a letter and was glad to see the end of the road. I was glad to see the end of the road and to think of the many letters that would be written to those away from us. I will not forget the morning I left Fort Riley. I was a bit fatigued, having spent the night writing a letter and was glad to see the end of the road. I was glad to see the end of the road and to think of the many letters that would be written to those away from us.

I have always been glad to be a part of the group and I pray that all of you who have not yet accepted the Antelope as regularity of your lives may have it in the future.

The Antelope is a wonderful newspaper and it is a great service to the soldiers. I have always been glad to be a part of the group and I pray that all of you who have not yet accepted the Antelope as regularity of your lives may have it in the future.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph W. Adams

When Clarence Olson ’38 boarded the train leaving Kearney, Nebraska, on the evening of the twenty-first of November, he knew that he had reached an important point in his life. He had worked hard in school, and his work had paid off, for he was now to begin a new adventure in the armed forces, the United States Army.

The train pulled out of the station, and Olson was left behind, looking back at his home town. He knew that this was the beginning of a new chapter in his life, and he was excited about the possibilities that lay ahead.

Olson was one of the eight to be selected, by the citizens of Kearney, as one of the eight to be called for a thorough examination. These letters were selected by the citizens of Kearney and the normal school and directed the singing of patriotic music.

FUTURE CITIZENS.

Mr. LeFloury took the Antelope from the first week of March and spent a month at home, then returned to Fort Riley. Last Monday he left for Fort Larnett, Kansas.

Mr. Miller left the University and came to Fort Riley, near the radio telegraph station, where he was assigned to the company of students who are now in camp. On Monday and the same morning received orders to report to Fort Fort Riley, Kansas, for a future assignment.

The physical condition service of the United States army and the radio branch of the army is now in full service. At present there exists a serious shortage in these branches, consequently unusual opportunities after service in the companies are good. There are some personnel with some preliminary training in the companies such as:

Olive Strong on Program.

Mrs. Olive Strong of the Music Department has received an invitation to give a piano solo at the meeting of the State Music Teachers Association to be held in the Fontenelle Hotel, Omaha, April 1, 2, 3.

The Antelope.

Editor Antelope:

Having seen a copy of the Antelope from Professor Noyer, about the first thing I saw was a notice of the eleven students from Fort Bliss who were going to be transferred to some place away from us. I sincerely hope that all of you will continue to write articles for the Antelope for those away from us. I sincerely hope that all of you will continue to write articles for the Antelope as regularly as you can. I have some issues with real interest.

I will not forget the morning I left Fort Riley. I was a bit fatigued, having spent the night writing a letter and was glad to see the end of the road. I was glad to see the end of the road and to think of the many letters that would be written to those away from us. I will not forget the morning I left Fort Riley. I was a bit fatigued, having spent the night writing a letter and was glad to see the end of the road. I was glad to see the end of the road and to think of the many letters that would be written to those away from us.
waged. of Campbell

Thru this issue of the Antelope the Kearney State Normal School is greeting and congratulating you who are either in training for or on the actual fighting front of the greatest war right and wrong have ever seen.

The school considers it an honor and a privilege to have sent so many soldiers to uphold the standards of a nation, not infallible, but without doubt nearer in the right in this case than the one it opposes. The latter turns for every soldier student is not possible. Yet it will be a comfort to the school and to friends and relatives to know that what ever sacrifice of life, money, or health, the students have been made. Every soldier student is not possible. Yet it will be a comfort to friends and relatives to know that what ever sacrifice of life, money, or health, the students have been made.

To the class at the time of graduation, 1918, will sell the bond and put the money in the student fireman on the job.
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Selling shoes and stocks before I wake. Miss Charlotte Buerstetta, '19, spent the week-end at their home in Bladen. That they may be able to buy a scholarship fund.
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The Eyes will open until they are crossed.

Kearney Sanitary Bakery

209 Central Ave. C. A. Fugus, Prop.
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CITY NATIONAL BANK

GEO. BURGOYNE, Vice Pres.

C. W. NORTON, Cashier

F. W. TURNER, Ass't Cashier

K. O. HOLMES, Chairman of Board of Directors.

BEAUTIFUL EASTER TOUGHERY

Bathettes, Dresses, Coats, Waist, Skirts, Millinery—the Newest Styles—Always a Good Buy for Little Less at

KING'S

OSTEOPATHY

The Science of Healing

By Adjustment.

Dr. Richard Sullivan

Office Over Twaddle's Shoe Store

Phone, Office, 162, Resid.), 85

All Kinds of

FRUIT

Green Terraces Hall .......... Mrs. Brindley Library ............ Miss Anna V. Jennings

Music Supervisors Club .. Margaret Dick Senior Class .................. Gail Walt

ers of th e greatest sacrifices which have been made; only the individual knows the burden he has shouldered for his country, for the common cause of the Allied Nations. No one can enumerate the personal sacrifices made by the students of the faculty, students, and alumni who gladly and willingly gave their assistance to the cause of the Allied Nations.

The realization that America had at last been forced into the greatest struggle of all time, came the desire to render to the country the greatest service possible. This was the desire of every student, who has been teaching in western Nebraska, who has been teaching in the Kearney State Normal School, that he may contribute to the war work in his own way.

Following the realization that America had at last been forced into the greatest struggle of all time, came the desire to render to the country the greatest sacrifice possible. This was the desire of every student, who has been teaching in western Nebraska, who has been teaching in the Kearney State Normal School, that he may contribute to the war work in his own way.

The faculty, students, and alumni are being encouraged to buy thrift stamps and supply is kept in stock.

The school considers it an honor and a privilege to have sent so many soldiers to uphold the standards of a nation, not infallible, but without doubt nearer in the right in this case than the one it opposes. The latter turns for every soldier student is not possible. Yet it will be a comfort to the school and to friends and relatives to know that what ever sacrifice of life, money, or health, the students have been made.

CANDIES

SUBSTITUTE, RALPH

TO THE PUBLIC

Come to the SANITARY BAKERY AND CAFETERIA where you can get fresh baked goods for breakfast, dinner or supper.

Plenty to eat. Good Service, Moderate Prices and Courteous treatment. Come and try us.
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When we drill every day in the new artillery formation, used on the western front today, and are fortunate in getting direct war news, as our artillery formations depend upon such physics and generally winds up by information. In getting direct war news, as our value of trigonometry and its important place in warfare.

Different parts of Frisco where such chances for car fare to Berkley and different kinds of American officers, and sometimes by a kind old gentleman from the University of California, who wanders out into metaphysics and generally wins us over. "Boys, you have all the responsibility, we learn this through." We are treated fairly in our allowance.

We are drilling every day in the line before having your picture taken.

In Fremont.

I received your letter a few days ago and will try to write one in return. I received my Christmas bonus the latter part of February, enjoyed the presents which were sent very much and all very well. I received your Christmas box last week. I received my bonus. I noticed my name on the list of former students who are in the service, and I did not notice Albert Victoria, the name who is in the company with myself. It has been pretty cold for a while again. The last two days it has been raining some. Well as I cannot much now, will close. Your friend, Charles M. Boyd.

FIRST MEETING OF RURAL CLUB SINCE QUARANTINE

The first meeting of the rural club since the lifting of the quarantine was held Tuesday evening, April 2. Miss Gladys Thompson read "Autobiographical Philosophy" and Cecil Froe, sang two baritones solos. Prof. L. B. Round's band of the Rural Department described a field trip which they took recently thru the counties and adjoining Buffalo County. Mr. Ripple reports a great shortage of teachers in this part of the state. After the program Miss Jennie Widener and Miss Katherine Hicks directed folk dancing.

Some people like to have a lot of company at Christmas, and others like to have a lot of company at Easter. spring of 1918

Warm weather will soon be here and you will be wondering what to buy in Footwear.

This year we will be able to show you as usual a long range of Styles to select from in Oxfords and Pumps. Also New White and Grey Boots.

EMPERE SHOE STORE

OFFICE PHONE 198 FOR ENCLOSED CARS

WEST & PRESTON GARAGE

TAXI LINE

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL CITY DRIVES

Ask For Rates on Country Drives

H. H. GRAHAM, Proprietor

Res. Phone B665

Beautiful Shirtsuits

of

GEROGETTE CREPE, VOLLE, BATISTE, PERSIAN, LAWNS, ETC.,

In a Splendid Variety at

Kaufmann & Wernert
Department Store

J. G. LOWE, Pres., W. O. KING, V. Pres., J. A. BOYD, Cashier

THE FARMERS BANK OF KERNAN

We now have one hundred Normal Student accounts on our books and are destined to have five hundred. Come with us.

Music Headquarters for Normal Students

Sheet Music—Victrolas—Pianos

Something Special Every Day

GASTON MUSIC COMPANY

JITNEY! JITNEY!

RIDE TO TOWN FOR A JHNEY!!

Ride to town at 12:15, 2:30, 3:25, 4:20, 5:15, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00.

Ride from town to K. S. N. S. at 1:15, 2:15, 3:30, 4:25, 5:45, 6:35.

EITHER WAY—5¢

Route—From City National Bank up Central Avenue past Postoffice to K. S. N. S.

COUNTRY DRIVES A SPECIALTY.

Clyde Williams